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The quantum theory of a spinor particle possessing simultaneously an electric charge e and 
a scalar magnetic charge g is investigated. In this case the particle has an intrinsic mag
netic moment e/2m and an intrinsic electric moment g/2m, and the magnitudes of the 
electric and magnetic charges are arbitrary. Because the particle has a scalar magnetic 
charge there is nonconservation of the P and T parities. 

IT has been shown in a paper by Dirac [1] that 
quantum theory allows the existence of particles 
with a magnetic charge, and that then the product 
of the electric and magnetic charges must be 2nn. 
Later, Cabibbo and Ferrari [2] considered the pos
sibility of constructing a quantum electrodynamics 
with the Dirac monopole. This latter work is er
roneous, however, as we shall show. In the present 
paper we construct the quantum dynamics of 
spinor particles carrying simultaneously an elec
tric and a magnetic charge. We assume that the 
magnetic charge, like the electric, is a scalar. 

In this case the Maxwell equations are 

The electromagnetic field intensities can be ex
pressed by means of two potentials [2] A and B: 

F!>V = a..,Av- avA" + ei>VPCJ{)PBCJ, 

(1) 

FI>V = a~v- avB"- ei>VPCJ{)PACJ, (2) 

where the dual tensor is defined by 

Fl>v = - 1/281>"PaF'P<J, Fuv = -F14v, (3) 

and EIJ.v pa is the completely antisymmetric ten
sor, Eot23 = -1. 

To describe the particles we apply a method of 
Mandelstam,C3J by means of which quantum elec
trodynamics has been formulated without poten
tials. For a spinor particle we introduce a new 
wave function w ( x, P ), which depends on the co
ordinate x and on a spatial path P extending from 
- oo to the point x. If we introduce the gauge-in
variant derivative by the definition 

{) nr( P)- 1. 'l'(x+bx14,P')-'l'(x,P) 
14"1: X, - liD ·, 

Ox~-+0 tJx 14 
(4) 

(where P' is obtained from P by adding a dis
placement oxiJ. in- the 1J. direction), then the equa
tions for the particles take the form 

tv~>a14'1'- m'l' = 0, W~v" + m'V = 0, (5) 

and the current appearing in (1) is given by 

I"= 'l'v"'l'. 

The dependence of the wave functions on the 
path is defined by means of the relations 

tlz'l'(x, P) = -i[eF14v(z) + gFwv(z)] · 'l'(x, P)a~'v, 

(6) 

bzW(x, P) = i[eF14v(z) +gF14v(z)]·W(x, P)a"v, (7) 

where the dot denotes the symmetrized product, 
oz is a variation of the path in the neighborhood 
of the point z, and all-" is a small surface ele
ment. It follows from (7) that 

[a .. , ov]W(x,P) = -i(eF14v + gF14v) ·'l'(x,P), 

[oa, [{)14 , ov]]'l'(x, P)=-i[oa(eF14v + gF11v)] ·'l'(x, P). (8) 

The Jacobi identity is satisfied, since 

(9) 

For a finite variation of the path we have 

'l'(x, P') = exp [- i ~ (eF14v + gF14v)da~'" J · 'l'(x, P), (10) 

where the integration is taken over an arbitrary 
surface bounded by the contour P' - P, and con
sequently 

exp[- i ~ (eF14v + gF14v)da~'" J = 1. (11) 
8 

with integration over a closed •surface S. Equation 
(11) is satisfied for arbitrary e and g because of 
the identity (9). Accordingly in our case the mag
nitudes of the electric and magnetic charges are 
arbitrary. 

If, in accordance with the results of the paper 
by Cabibbo and Ferrari, [2] we were to construct 
an expression analogous to the second of the equa
tions (8) by permuting the indices cyclically and 
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summing the resulting expressions, we would ar
rive at a contradiction; the left member would be 
identically zero, and the right would be a quantity 
different from zero. 

Let us introduce new fields 

hff IJ.V = eF iJ.V + gf7 iJ.V, hi' iJ.V =' ef7 I'V- gF I'V, (12) 

where e 2 + g2 = h2, so that 

e = h cos e, g = h sin e. ( 13) 

In these notations Eq. (1) takes the form 

avff iJ.V = hfl', avJ:' I'V = 0 

and consequently we can write 

(14) 

(15) 

The change from the field F J-!V to ffJ-!v is obtained 
as the result of a rotation by the angle () in the 
dual space. 

In this theory there is nonconservation of the P 
and T parities; in fact, the right member of the 
second of the equations (1) is a vector, and the 
left member is an axial vector. If we introduce an 
operation M, magnetic charge conjugation, the 
theory will be invariant with respect to the trans
formation MCPT. It is not hard to verify that the 
spinor particle will have a magnetic dipole moment 
e/2m and an electric dipole moment g/2m. 

The equations of motion can be obtained from 
the Lagrangian 

L = ~ ['Yr~" (8~" 'I')- (a~" 'F) r~"'Y] 
- 1 or or~"v - m 1¥'1' - 4 " ~J.v" , (16) 

where the potentials C/-! are to be varied. 
Having the Lagrangian, we can easily obtain by 

Peierls' method the commutation relations for 
equal times: 

{'l'(x, P), 'l'(x', P)} = {W(x, P), W(x', P)} = 0, 

{'l'(x,P), W(x',P)} = y463(x-x'), 

X 

['l'(x,P), F0;(x')] =- e ~ d1;;63(x -x')'l'(x,P), 

0 

['It(x,P), F0;(x')] = e ~ d1;;63(x-x')W(x,P), 

X 

['I' ( x, P), Fo; ( x')] = - g ~ d1;;63 ( x - x') 'I' ( x, P), 
-oo 

X 

['l'(x,P),Fo;(x')]=g ~ d1;;63 (x-x')'V(x,P), 
-00 

[F;i(x), F;•i'(x')] = [F0;(x), FOi'(x')] = 0, 

[Foi(x), Fik (x')] = i ( 6;i o:k - b;k o:i ) 63 (x- x'). (17) 

The equations of motion (1), (5), and (6), the 
commutation relations (17), and Eq. (7), which 
defines the dependence of the operators on the path, 
describe the motion of a spinor particle which has 
electric and magnetic charges and is acted on by 
an electromagnetic field. 

Because of the magnetic charge on the electron 
there will, for example, be a difference in the ex
pression for the cross section for electron-elec
tron scattering, the e 2 in the usual expression 
being replaced by e 2 + g2• If we regard g as a 
pseudoscalar, the P and T parities will be con
served. 

The existing experimental data do not exclude 
the possibility that all particles have a small mag
netic charge along with the electric charge. 
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